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ABSTRACT
I/O  Embedding and Broadcasting in Star Interconnection Networks
by
Kalyanram Palagummi
Dr. Shahram Latifi. Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Computer Engineering 
University of Nevada. Las Vegas.
The issues of communication between a host or central controller and processors, 
in large interconnection networks are very important and have been studied in the 
past by several researchers. There is a plethora of problems that arise when proces­
sors are asked to exchange information on parallel computers on which processors 
are interconnected according to a specific topology. In robust networks, it is desir­
able at times to send (receive) data/control information to (from) all the processors in 
minimal time. This type of communication is commonly referred to as broadcasting. 
To speed up broadcasting in a given network without modifying its topology, cer­
tain processors called stations can be specified to act as relay agents. In this thesis, 
broadcasting issues in a star-based interconnection network are studied. The model 
adopted assumes all-port communication and wormhole switching mechanism. Ini­
tially. the problem treated is one of finding the minimum number of stations required 
to cover all the nodes in the star graph with i-adjacency. We consider 1-, 2-, and 
3- adjacencies and determine the upper bound on the number of stations required to 
cover the nodes for each case. After deriving the number of stations, two algorithms
ill
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are designed to broadcast the messages first from the host to stations, and then from 
stations to remaining nodes.
In addition, a "Binary-based Algorithm” is designed to allow routing in the net­
work by directly working on the binary labels assigned to the star graph. Xo look-up 
table is consulted during routing and minimum number of bits are used to represent a 
node label. At the end. the thesis sheds hght on another algorithm for routing using 
parallel paths in the star network.
IV
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Parallel processing is possibly the most important achievement of computer science 
over the last two decades. Multiprocessor machines are now used in the solution 
of problems ranging from numerical computations to general applications. This de­
velopment has been motivated by a variety of recent technological advances and by 
changes in the nature and the size of the computing problems. The computational 
power that a single processor can achieve is substantially limited by physics laws, the 
speed of light being the most important of these. At the same time problem sizes 
increase dramatically. There is an immediate demand for a substantial increase in 
the computational power of the machines in order for them to be able to solve the 
above mentioned problems in a reasonable amount of time. For all these -easons the 
idea of several processors that cooperate together for the solution of a single problem 
appears to be not only appealing but also necessary. The advent of VLSI (Very Large 
Scale Integration) technology in the 1970s that led to an increase in hardware avail­
ability and to a dramatic cost reduction of individual processors, made the realization 
of the parallel machines possible. Cost is of secondary concern for a multiprocessor. 
Furthermore, realization that there is hidden paralleHsm in many types of problems 
that were deemed to be strictly sequential in nature, gave an extra motivation for 
this idea to proceed. As a consequence, several parallel machines, some of them in­
cluding hundreds of thousands of processors, have been built over the last decade
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
in research laboratories, mainly for experimental reasons. Recently some of these 
machines became commercially available.
One of the most important aspects of parallel computers is the underlying par­
allel computation model on which their design is based. With respect to the type 
and degree of synchronization among the processors, parallel computers are gen­
erally classified into SIMD(Single Instruction. Multiple Data) and MIMD( Multiple 
Instruction. Multiple Data). In SIMD computers, processors are synchronized at the 
instruction, while parallel computers that obey the MIMD model exhibit much looser 
degree of synchronization. With respect to the granularity of memory and the way 
interprocessor communication is performed, multiprocessors are generally classified 
into shared memory and distributed memory or interconnection networks. In shared 
memory machines, the memory is common for all the processors, which communicate 
by writing data to and by reading data from the common memory locations. By con­
trast, in distributed memory multiprocessors the memory is distributed among the 
processors, each of which has direct access to its local memory only. Processors are 
interconnected according to a specific topology and the interprocessor communication 
is performed through the dedicated links that exist between pairs of processors. The 
performance of an interconnection network is highly dependent on the availability of 
efficient interprocessor communication techniques. As processing elements become 
smaller and faster, we notice that most of the processing time is spent in communica­
tion and not in computation. The topology of the communication structure amongst 
the processors is one of the primary design decisions involved in the design of a large 
multi-processor computing system. I/O  processors are used to handle the data trans­
fer between the processors and the outside world or the host. I/O  communication is 
required to distribute data and code to the processors before the computation and to 
receive the results after the computation has been completed. Each processor in the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
system is connected to an I/O  processor and the I/O  processor handles all the data 
transfer between that processor and the outside world. With the help of these I/O 
processors, we require far fewer links than earlier methods. Higher I/O  adjacency 
and as a result higher degree of tolerance of I/O  failures can also be achieved.
The emphasis of this thesis is on distributed memory multiprocessors or inter­
connection networks. Distributed memory multiprocessors employ a fundamentally 
different structure than shared memory ones. They are usually collections of pro­
cessors. each one with its own local memory, connected according to a fixed inter­
connection scheme. Depending on the type of interconnection among the processors, 
the properties of the multiprocessors can vary considerably. Several considerations 
dictate the choice of a network for a distributed memory computer such as degree, 
diameter, connectivity, fault tolerance, ease of interprocessor communication, efficient 
layout, to name a few. Most of the network topologies used exhibit high regularity. 
This permits an easy mapping of algorithms to processors and allows networks to be 
modeled using graph theoretic techniques. Processors correspond to the nodes and 
communication finks to the edges of a graph. If each processor is connected to a 
fixed number of other processors the topology of the graph is said to be regular. A 
schematic representation of distributed memory model of parallel computers can be 
seen in the Figure 1.1.
The graphical description of interconnection networks can be often generalized to 
describe a class of networks. Recently, the class of Caley graphs received consider­
able attention as candidate topologies for interconnecting processors in distributed 
memory computers [2, 15]. For networks in this class, processors correspond to the 
elements of a  finite group and edges correspond to a set of generators that act on 
the elements of the group. Caley graphs possess a number of desirable properties 
including regularity and high degree of symmetry, a diameter relatively small with
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
INTERCONNECTION NETWORK
Figure 1.1: The distributed memory model
respect to the number of processors, and high fault tolerance. Furthermore, due to 
their graphical representation, algorithms for routing between a pair of processors 
can be derived relatively easily. Several popular networks belong to the class of Caley 
graphs. Examples include the binary and generalized hypercubes, the multidimen­
sional torus, the pancake, and the star networks. Among these, the hypercube and 
star networks are popular.
1.1 A Comparative Study of Hypercubes and Star Graphs
Partitioning: The n-cube can be partitioned in n different ways into two (n-1)- 
cubes. For each dimension i between 0 and (n-1) we can partition the set of nodes 
V of C„ into two sets Vi, and Vo such that all nodes in Vi have 0 as i-th bit and all 
nodes in Vo have 1 as i-th bit. By deleting all edges connecting nodes in Vi to nodes 
in Vo we obtain two (n-l)-cubes. The n-star on the other hand can be partitioned in 
n-1 different ways into n copies of n-1 stars. For each symbol position i other than 
the first position, we can partition into n copies of n-1 stars denoted 1,, 2,, • • n,. 
Each ki contains all the nodes of with symbol k in the ith  position of their labels.
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R outing: To reach a node A from a node B in the n-cube it suffices to cross 
successively the nodes whose labels are those obtained by modifying the bits of the 
label of A one by one in order to transform the label of A into the label of B. Clearly 
there is no path of smaller length between A and B. Therefore the minimum distance is 
equal to the number of bits that differ in the labels of A and B(Hamming distance). 
As for the n-star. the routing between two arbitrary nodes reduces to the routing 
from an arbitrary node to the special node labeled with the identity permutation 
Id  = 123 • - • n. This reduction is made possible by the vertex symmetry of the star 
graph.
1.2 Communication Issues in Interconnection Networks
Efficient interprocessor communication is crucial to increasing the performance 
of distributed memory multiprocessors. An important aspect of communication al­
gorithms is the communication model on which they are based. Communication 
can be packet-svntched(oi store-and-forward), circuit-switched, or wormhole. In a 
packet-switched network a node must receive the entire message before it can process 
it and retransmit it. while in a circuit-switched network paths are established be­
tween pairs of communicating processors. The major advantage of circuit-switching 
is that the communication algorithm is executed once only for each established path, 
while the advantage of packet-switching is better utilization of the network resources. 
The wormhole model of communication has also received considerable attention. In 
wormhole routing a message is broken into small packets and is pipelined through the 
network. Issues like that of deadlock and livelock(a message circulating indefinitely 
without progressing towards its destination) have to be addressed. Whenever the 
communication between two processors is always performed through a fixed path the 
communication algorithm is classified as nonadaptive. On the other hand, if alter-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
6native patlis can be selected based on network traffic, the communication algorithm 
is classified as adaptive. Adaptive algorithms usually achieve better bandwidth uti- 
Uzation. An additional consideration is whether a processor can use one. some, or 
all of its links simultaneously for message transmission. Based on this criterion, the 
one-port, k-port and all-port models arise. The use of all-port communication model 
is emphasized in this thesis.
A standard method used to design communication algorithms on interconnection 
networks is the embedding of spanning trees or directed spanning graphs with special 
properties, the edges of the spanning graphs are used to direct the flow of informa­
tion in the network during the execution of the algorithm. The desirable properties 
of spanning graphs are highly dependent on the network characteristicsfdiscussed in 
next chapter), the specific communication problem under consideration and the cur­
rent communication model. However, most if not all of the spanning graphs should 
be designed so that messages follow shortest paths to their destinations and network 
resources are fully utiUzed. The binomial spanning tree on the 3-dimensional binary 
hypercube network is shown in Figure 1.2. The labels on the edges of the tree in­
dicate the time step of the algorithm in which they are used for message transmission.
110 111 000o
oi l 010oor
100 101
:0
101 110o i l
000 001
lllo
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: (a) The 3-dimensional binary hypercube, (b) The binomial spanning tree 
on the 3-dimensional binary hypercube.
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Another important issue in distributed memory multiprocessors is the fault toler­
ant properties of the interconnection topology. When a network consists of hundreds 
of thousand of elements the probabihty that some of them will fail is high. Teclmiques 
that assist the network to operate even under the presence of fault are essential. Prop­
erties such as the connectivity and the fault diameter are crucial to the choice of a 
network. The connectivity of a regular network is the number of disjoint paths that 
exist between a pair of processors. A method that helps derive communication al­
gorithms on networks that tolerate a certain number of faults is the construction 
of edge-disjoint spanning trees. A binary-based disjoint path routing algorithm is 
designed in this thesis at the end.
1.3 Previous Work
The binary hypercube network, which is a specific instance of the generalized 
hypercube network, received considerable attention in terms of data communication 
algorithms. However, as stated in [8], “the rich interconnection topology and imple­
mentation constraints such as wiring complexity, layout, and chip pin count make 
some generalized hypercubes and torus networks more desirable than the binary 
hypercubes for large-scale architectures” . For these reasons, hypercube and torus 
networks are receiving increasing attention. A variety of adaptive wormhole commu­
nication algorithms are developed on the hypercube. The most popular non-trivial 
topology currently in use is the hypercube or binary n-cube [1, 3, 25, 27]. Many 
multiprocessor systems based on the hypercube or binary n-cube topology have been 
built recently. The Intel iPSC system uses I/O  hardware within each processor for 
I/O  communication using the Ethernet protocol [13). In the NCUBE system, an 
I/O  processor is connected to sub-cube of 8 processors and the I/O  processors are 
themselves interconnected partially.
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8I /O  E m b ed d in g  in  H ypercube: I/O  embedding is the problem of mapping 
1 /0  processors onto a multiprocessor system such that each processor in the system 
is adjacent to at least one I/O  processor. Embedding I/O  processors in a k-cube mul­
tiprocessor is considered in paper [4] and they presented a new method of connecting 
I/O  processors and processors in a hypercube multiprocessor system. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions are derived to obtain a perfect embedding.The 1/0 processors 
are embedded in the system along with the processors. The system will then con­
sist of two types of nodes I) processor nodes, P-nodes 2) I/O  processor and processor 
nodes. I-nodes. The processor and I/O  processor share the Unks to the 1-node through 
a switch. The switch can connect any of the system hnks to the processor or I/O 
processor and the processor to the I/O  processor. In brief, in a model of computa­
tion, where each node receives the data it has to operate on and after carrying out 
the computation, send the results back to the host, communication of a processor 
with the host and interprocessor communication do not overlap. Hence, sharing links 
does not result in congestion. It was shown that, the proposed method achieves a 
higher degree of fault tolerance with the same number of I/O  processors. Practical 
implications are also discussed.
But as a new interconnection network for constructing massively parallel multi­
computers with over 5000 processing nodes, the star graph topology is known to be 
better than the hypercube in terms of average distance, the number of links per node, 
and the fault diameter [20, 7, 22, 15, 19, 18]. This thesis primarily emphasizes, on 
the I/O  embedding issues by deriving the upper bound on the number of stations re­
quired for communication between the host and the processors. Since its introduction 
in 1987 [1], the star network received considerable attention and a variety of general 
and specialized routing algorithms were developed on it [9, 17, 23]. More specifically, 
randomized and deterministic permutation routing algorithms appear in [24]. To the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
best of our knowledge, there is no research on I/O  embedding in star networks. Also, 
to the best of our knowledge, routing using binary labels in star network under faulty 
and non faulty conditions is not studied. This thesis emphasizes mainly on these both 
issues on the star networks.
1.4 Overview of the Thesis
1.4.1 Contributions
Initially, this thesis emphasizes on I/O  embedding issues to speed up the broad­
casting by deriving upper bound on the number of stations, required to act as relay 
agents, to send messages from the host or central controller to all the nodes in the 
star graph. Later, to accompUsh synchronization, initialization, diagnosis or algo­
rithm execution, two broadcasting algorithms are designed for data communication 
from host to stations and from stations to other nodes in the Star interconnection 
network. The concept of repetition factor is introduced as a criterion for judging the 
merit of broadcasting algorithms wherein repetition factor closer to 1 reflects a bet­
ter algorithm. Finally, to further reduce broadcasting time, a Binary-Based routing 
algorithm is designed by assigning binary labels to each node of the star graph.
1.4.2 Organization
The thesis has been organized into six chapters. Chapter 1 gives the introduction. 
Background on the interconnection networks and the type of routing used in designing 
the algorithms are given in chapter 2. The derivation of upper bound on the number of 
stations required in each case of adjacency of processors from the stations is described 
in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the design issues of broadcasting algorithms for 
data communication from host to stations and from stations to other nodes in the 
star interconnection network. A Binary-Based routing algorithm for routing in star
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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graph using binary labels is given in Chapter 5. Finally, the conclusions and future 
work are summarized in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
2.1 Characteristics of Interconnection Networks
The topologies of interconnection networks can vary tremendously. Almost all of 
the existing and proposed networks exhibit high regularity. This allows networks to 
be modeled as graphs. Processors correspond to the nodes and communication links 
to the edges of a graph. The terms interconnection network and graph, processor and 
node, communication link and edge are used interchangeably throughout the thesis.
The topolog}' of a network is said to be regular if each processor is connected to 
the same number of other processors and is said to be non-regular otherwise. Network 
topologies tend to be regular because they can be built out of the same processing 
elements. A network is node symmetric if given two nodes there is an automorphism 
that maps one node to the other. Node symmetry is important in interconnection 
networks because it allows networks to be viewed identically from every node.
The degree of a network is the number of communication links attached to each 
processor. It is desirable for the degree of a network to be constant or to grow slowly 
with the number of processors.
The connectivity of a network is the number of node-disjoint paths that exist 
between a pair of nodes. These paths can be used as an alternative routes in case of 
heavy message traffic or component(node or link) failures [26]. Also the connectivity 
of a network determines the maximum number of node and edge failures the network
11
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can tolerate before it can be disconnected. This number is called the fault tolerance 
of the network and is one less than its connectivity.
The diameter of a network is the length of the shortest path between the most 
distant pair of processors in the network. The diameter is very important for the 
performance of a network because it determines the time spent for interprocessor 
communication. Furthermore, it poses a natural lower bound on the number of steps 
required to solve several problems on the network.
The fault diameter of a network is the maximum diameter of the remaining net­
work when a number of components(nodes or edges) equal to its fault tolerance fail. 
The fault diameter determines how much the network performance decreases under 
faulty conditions. It is desirable for the fault diameter of a network to be close to its 
regular diameter.
Other characteristics that dictate the choice of a network are its scalability, the 
routing algorithms, its efficient layout in two or three dimensions, its embeddability. 
and its recursive decomposition.
2.2 The Star Network
The graphical description of networks is frequently generahzed to encompass a 
number of these networks. These generalizations create classes of networks. Recently, 
the class of Cayley graphs received considerable attention as candidate topologies for 
interconnecting processors in distributed memory multiprocessors. The star network 
topology belongs to this category.
The Star network was first introduced in [1] as an attractive alternative to the 
hypercube topology for interconnecting processors in parallel computers. The n- 
star network, denoted by has N  = nl nodes, each one labeled by one of the n\ 
permutations of n unique symbols. Two nodes are connected by an edge if their
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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permutations differ in the first and any one of the other n-1 symbols. The degree of 
5„ is n-1 and its diameter is The connectivity of the network is n-1. The
length of each one of the n-1 disjoint paths that exist between a pair of nodes is in 
general at most n -f 1. However, for n < 3, the length of each of these paths is at 
most n +  2. As a consequence, the fault diameter of S„ for n <  3 is +  2.
In general(n > 3), the fault diameter if 5„ is [? - " -■*■] -t- 1. The 3-star and the 4-star 
networks can be seen in the Figure 2.1.
1234 4231
123
321, \213
312231
132
14313214 2134' 3241
P  342123413124!2314
43211324
24133412
,14234312 1432 4213
41231342 4132,
1243
21433142
Figure 2.1: The 3-star and the 4-star networks
Routing in Star Graph: Since the star graph is node symmetric, in routing 
between two nodes, the destination node is commonly assumed to have the identity 
permutation I  as its label. The routing between two nodes then is accomplished[l] 
and [7] according to the following two rules:
1. ) If 1 is the leftmost digit, move it to any position not occupied by the correct
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digit, and
2. ) If i is the leftmost digit (1 < i <  n), move it to its position.
It was shown [1] that these rules ensure a minimum-length path between two nodes.
Having the label of the destination node fixed to /  =  [12...n]. there are two 
ways to specify the source node [19]. One way is naturally to use the label of the 
source node. The second way is to exploit the fact that in the star-graph one label 
is simply a permutation on the digits of the other label. But. any permutation can 
be viewed as a set of cycles, i.e., cycHcally order sets of digits with the property 
that each digit's desired position is that occupied by the next digit in the set. For 
instance, the source node labeled as [42513] in a 5-star, can also be identified by the 
cyclic representation of its label, i.e.. (14)(2){35). Note that any digit already in the 
correct position appears in the cycle of length 1 . o r a  1-cycle. From the above, it 
follows that in the representation of a given permutation by a set of cycles, cycles can 
appear in any order; furthermore, within each cycle, any cyclic shift of the sequence 
of digits can be used without affecting the destination node. For instance, in a 5-star, 
representations: (134)(25). (341)(25). (413)(25). (134){52), (25){134), and (521(134) 
all specify the same node labeled as [35412]. In general, the notation (i j )  implies 
that the ith and the j th  element of a node label are interchanged. In this thesis 
the notation i -  j  -  i implies that, initially, ith  element is exchanged with the first 
element of the node, then the j t h  element is swapped with the first element of the 
resulting node and finally the ith  element is swapped with the first element of the 
resulting node. Normally, this type of labeling is called non-binary labeling of nodes 
and the routing is called non-binary based routing in the star graph. Routing in the 
star graph with non-binary labels requires generators specified as above by the cyclic 
representations and involves a lot of time to get to the destination node. It also 
requires look-up table to keep track of the swapped integers and generators. Hence
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each processor should have enough memory to store the integers which would become 
practically impossible as the length of the node label increases. To overcome this 
situation, a binary-based routing algorithm is designed in Chapter 6 which does not 
require any look-up table during routing, and thus results in increased processing 
speed at each node.
2.3 Wormhole Broadcasting in Star Graph Networks Using All port
Communication
Broadcasting is a very fundamental [10] communication primitive used as au es­
sential component in many parallel algorithms such as sorting ranking, matrix opera­
tions, etc. Broadcasting in hypercube networks have already been studied extensively 
[12, 11, 14]
W orm hole R ou ting ; Early multicomputers made use of store-and-forward rout­
ing technique, where the entire message is buffered at each intermediate node before 
the message is forwarded to the next node in the path [21]. In store-and-forward 
routing, the communication delay is large and is directly proportional to the length 
L of the path along which the message is routed. Dally and Seitz [6] introduced 
a routing technique called Wormhole routing, which overcomes the above disadvan­
tage. In a Wormhole-routed network, each message packet is subdivided into flow 
control digits(flits). Flits are routed from the source to the destination in a pipelined 
fashion. Thus, the header flit can arrive at the destination even before the last hit 
of the message has left the source. All hits that belong to a message packet make 
use of the same set of the communication channels.In Wormhole-routing, the com­
munication delay depends mainly on the band width of the communication channels. 
Several commercial machines such as the intel iPSC/860 and research prototypes such 
as J-machine have adopted the wormhole routing technique[21]. A disadvantage of 
Wormhole routing is that deadlocks can occur if special precautions are not taken to
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avoid deadlocks by carefully restructuring the routing algorithm [6]. Dally and Seitz 
presented deadlock-free routing algorithms for several network topologies such as the 
k-ary n-cube. the Shuffle-Exchange network, and the Cube-connected cycle [6 |. In the 
paper [9], they presented two deadlock-free algorithms for the star graph topology.
The desirable properties of an efficient broadcast algorithm in a point-to-point 
network is high speed (less communication delay or fewer number of routing steps) 
and low content ion (link congestion). Both of these parameters are determined chiefly 
by three factors: routing algorithm, transmission technique and the architecture of 
the routing controller at the node. In order to attain speed in broadcasting, wormhole 
routing is the most preferred strategy now-a-days because of their low latency and 
small buffer requirements [21]. The architecture of the node communication proces­
sor or the routing controller determines if the node can participate concurrently in 
multiple message transmission and reception. It is also necessary for a broadcasting 
operation in a network that the underlying routing algorithm is deadlock free. In all 
the broadcasting algorithms for hypercubes, the underlying algorithm used is so called 
popular e-cube routing [9] which is a simple deadlock free minimal routing algorithm 
for hypercubes. Minimal routing in star graph is more complicated than that in hy­
percubes and a straightforward implementation of the minimal routing algorithm in 
star graph [2] is not deadlock free. Deadlock can be avoided by putting limit on the 
path length(which is the diameter) and having buffer classes at least greater by one 
than the length or by using virtual channels at the nodes.
In this thesis we used a new technique [16] for wormhole broadcast in star graph 
without the requirement of virtual channels at the nodes and be able to broadcast a 
message in sublogarithmic time. Our approach is to exploit the hierarchical structure 
of the star graphs, utilize the relative distance insensitivity of the wormhole routing, 
and employ a  new adaptation of the concept of the e-cube routing of hypercubes to the
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star graph topology which we call routing in decreasing dimension order. Although 
the routing algorithm is not minimal for a point-to-point routing, the communication 
efficiency is well near its optimal value and we do not require any virtual channels.
2.3.1 Single Port vs. Multi Port
The communication latency in wormhole broadcast depends on the capability of 
the nodes to send/receive messages. In the single port model, each node can send 
or receive a message along only one port while in all-port model a node can send or 
receive messages concurrently along its ports: it can send a message along one port 
while receiving messages along other ports.
2.3.2 Distance Insensitivity in Wormhole Routing
The insensitivity of point to point wormhole routing in a direct network has an 
immediate consequence: any source node can send a message to another destination 
node (say, hops away) in one routing step (in the process it will not inform all the 
nodes on the path as intermediate reception capability of the nodes is not assumed
i.e., the routing is non path-based). The distance insensitivity depends on two factors: 
the message size is relatively large and the distance between source and destination 
is relatively small. So, there must be a limit on the length of the path between 
the source and destination beyond which the communication latency would not be 
distance insensitive".
 ^A is the number of links to be traversed by the message as determined by the routing algorithm 
chosen
•Without such a limit, one can trivially grow a Hamiltonian path from the source and inform all 
nodes in the network in one routing step.
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2.3.3 Intercept Capability at Intermediate node
When the processors are connected by a direct point to point network and worm­
hole routing is used for communication, communication latency very heavily depends 
on whether the nodes on the wormhole path(between the source and destination 
nodes) can intercept the message for its own use. This very much depends on the 
architecture of the node: routing controller has a very small buffer in the routing 
controller. Usually, in addition to the switch the routing controller has a very small 
buffer, i.e., if the node wants to store the passing message the controller must trans­
fer it to the local memory of the node through internal channels. But in this thesis, 
all the communication algorithms used are non path-based, which means that the 
intermediate nodes do not have the intercept capability.
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CHAPTER 3
STATION NODES AND ADJACENCIES IN STAR CR.4.PH
Many multiprocessor systems based on the hypercube or binary n-cube topology have 
been built recently. In such systems, I/O  processors are used to handle data transfer 
between processors and the outside world or the host. For constructing massively 
parallel multicomputers with over 5000 processing nodes, the star graph topology is 
known to be better than the hypercube in terms of average distance, the number of 
links per node, and the fault diameter.
In robust networks, it is desirable at times to send (receive) data/control infor­
mation to (from) all the processors in minimal time. This type of communication 
commonly referred to as broadcasting (gathering) is often employed for synchroniza­
tion, initialization, diagnosis, or algorithm execution. Broadcasting and gathering 
are conceptually similar. Any algorithm for broadcasting can be translated into a 
gathering algorithm by simply reversing the data paths [17].
Researchers have proposed networks with small diameters (logarithmic in the case 
of hypercubes, or sublogrithmic in the case of star graph) in which broadcasting can be 
performed optimally. Nevertheless, for massively parallel systems, even a logarithmic 
or sublogrithmic growth of diameter in size of the network may still be too large to 
be acceptable. A possible solution to this problem is wormhole routing, whereby the 
message packet is spUt into small words cahed flits, and flits will flood the network 
from source to destination in a pipelined fashion. This solution, despite its power
19
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in eliminating the distance issue between two nodes, cannot be adopted in store and 
forward-oriented networks, where messages have to be received in their entirety by a 
processor before they can be passed onto the next processor in the sequence.
To speed up broadcasting in a given network without modifying its topology, cer­
tain processors called stations can be specified to act as relay agents [4], Stations, 
being connected directly to the host or central controller, will each have one sphere 
of influence. Each sphere is essentially a set of nodes whose distance from the sta­
tion assigned to that sphere is no more than some positive integer t. If the station 
assignment is such that the intersection of any two spheres is empty, it is called non­
overlapping assignment; otherwise the assignment is overlapping. Assuming a direct 
connection between stations and the central controller with negligible communication 
latency and a complete coverage of network nodes by the spheres surrounding the sta­
tions, broadcasting time can be reduced from d to t, where d is the network diameter. 
In this chapter the problem treated is one of finding the minimum number of stations 
required to cover all the nodes in the star graph with i-adjacency. We consider I-, 2-, 
and 3- adjacency graphs and determine the upper bound on the number of stations 
required to cover the nodes for each case. We also examine the cases where more 
than one station may cover a node in 2- and 3-adjacency graphs. The overlapping of 
spheres of influence of the stations on a  single node is also minimized.
3.1 Routing in star graph
Let I be the identity permutation and 11(1) be the symbol in the i th position for 
a node labeled 11, then
Theorem: The number of steps required to sort a permutation H using the generators 
of the star graph is given by:
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where c denotes the number of Il-cycles^of length at least two and m is the total 
number of symbols in these cycles.
D efin ition 1 Let n be a node in 5„ and a subset of nodes in . Then
^  ^s„) =  {"ii”  d(u, v) I V e (3.2)
A djacency-i: Adjacency-1 (or i-adjacency) is defined as the distance of the nodes 
of i hop(s) from a station.
Consider a set of nodes C Vs„ selected in such that for every node u in 
Sr, we have either u e or d(^u. j <  i. Nodes in are referred to as stations
which cover the nodes in 5„ with i- adjacency. The problem treated here is one of
finding the minimum number of stations ( ^s„|) required to cover the nodes in the 
Sn with 1-adjacency.
In the following we consider 1-. 2-. and 3- adjacency graphs and determine the 
upper bound on the number of stations required to cover the nodes in Sn for each 
case.
In general, let the labels of the nodes be represented by
Û2^ 3 • * • • ••
which is a permutation of integers 1.2..... n of length n.
Note : Though stations are nodes by themselves, the term node is referred to as the 
non-station node to distinguish it from the station.
3.2 Adjacency- 1
Let 1X ”~^  be the set of stations where X is any integer denoted by 2 < X  < n 
and the superscript is the repetition factor which means that refers to any
‘A permutation [7] can be viewed as a set of cycles i.e., cyclically ordered sets of symbols with 
the property that each symbol’s desired position is that occupied by the next symbol in the set. The 
permutation II =  6752341 for example consists of the cycles (6, 4, 2, 7), (3, 5). We call these cycles 
Il-cycles.
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permutation of integers 2, Consider a node labeled 010203.... a ; . a n d
suppose Oj =  1. Clearly o% 1. and the node is a non-station node. This node is 
connected to a station labeled l 0203....0j_ i .0 i . 0j....0n via Unk j. This is true because 
all the positions of a node matches with all the equivalent positions of any one of 
the stations except with only two positions interchanged. So it is easy to see that 
each station uniquely covers one node in S„. Since each node is covered by only one 
station, the upper bound and the lower bound on the number of stations required is 
same for 1-adjacency and therefore we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1: The exact number of stations required fo r  the case of adjacency-1 in Sn 
is (n-l)L
Figure 3.1(a) clarifies the proof of a station uniquely covering a node and Figure 3.1(b) 
highlights the stations for the case of adjacency-1 in a 4-star network.
1234 4231
‘^ 3  “i “n
a a., "- 1
#  STATION
O INTERMEDIATE NODE 
e  DESTINATION NODE
(a)
2431^ 3 2 4 1  H
y  ) 3421
-----
4321
32141 21341
2314 31241
1324
24133412
14234312 1432
4123413211342
21433142
(b)
Figure 3.1: (a)A station uniquely covering a node b) Stations highlighted for the case 
of adjacency-1 in a 4-star network.
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3.3 Adjacency-2
Here the stations are specified based on the value of n being even or odd.
1. If n is even ( n =  2k). the stations can be specified as follows:
12A'"--. 34% "--......., [2k -  l) (2fc)%"-‘- .
2. If n is odd ( n =  2k -I- 1), the labels of stations are given as 
12%"--. 3 4 % " - \ ......   [2k -  l)(2Ar)%"--. (n )l% "--.
We first prove that there is at least one station within a distance of 2 from every
node in S„. Then we examine cases where more than one station may be within a
distance of 2 of a given node.
Lemma 2: The upper bound on the number of stations required to cover all the 
nodes with adjacency-2 is
r f l ( n - 2 )!
Proof: Adjacency-2 is defined as the distance of the nodes of two hops from the 
station. Generally the routing between the stations and nodes with adjacency-2 can 
be done in one of the following ways:
1. There can be a swap between the values of the first two positions for one hop 
and a swap between the values of the first and ith positions for the second hop 
or vice-versa.
2. There can be a swap between the values of some j th  position and first position 
for one hop and there can be a swap between values of some ith  position and 
the first position for the second hop or vice-versa.
Based on the above methods, we can select the nodes represented by the la­
bels 12o3....a,-....ay....On, 34ü3....a ,-....ay....On, 56a3....0t....ay....a„ and so on up to (n — 
l)na3....0{....ay....0n if n is even and up to n la 3....ai....ay....0n if n is odd. The reason
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for this type of selection is that, obviously, the first and second integers of the nodes 
are occupied by either even or odd integers, definitely, as is the case with the selected 
stations too. So we can say that all the positions of a particular node matches with all 
the equivalent positions of any one of the stations through routing in one of the ways 
mentioned above. Here, the routing may take place from a station to the node in one 
hop also. So there can be an overlapping of spheres of influence of different stations on 
a single node. In general, we have the station labels as {2k — l) (2A;)a3....ai....aj....a„.
where k = 1 .2 , so on. Let i and j  be such that { i j} e k  and i /  j.
Since the selection of stations differs in the case of adjacency-2, as it depends on 
whether n is even or odd. the following cases are considered.
C ase 1 : If n is even, it is observed that, (i) Second position of any node is occupied 
by either odd or even integer.
(ii) Every station has the second integer as even and first integer as odd.
Keeping the above points in view, the following figures clarify the proofs that are 
based on the number of stations communicating with the nodes with different labels.
1. If the second position of the node is occupied by an even integer, say 2k. and 
if the first position is occupied by any other even integer, then there are three 
stations reaching these nodes, one with adjacency- 1 and the other two with 
adjacency-2. Suppose the node has the label (2 i)(27')a3....a,....a_,....a„, then the 
proof is shown in the following Figure 3.2.
‘4-t
°  »a
(k )
•  ----
Figure 3.2: Routing paths of different stations reaching a specific node
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2. If the second position of a node is occupied by an odd integer, say 2k-l. and 
if the first position of node is occupied by an even integer other than 2k. then 
there are two stations reaching this node both with adjacency-2. If the second 
position is an odd integer then its matching integer can be exchanged with the 
value in the first position for one hop and then the first two position values are 
interchanged to get to the station node-. Figure 3.3 clarifies the proof.
(2 i)(2j-l)a  aj....
(2j)(2j'l)a a .....a; a
#  (2 i-l)(2 i|a ^a^....aj an
Figure 3.3: A node with second position as 2k- 1 and first position as any even integer 
except 2k
3. If the second position of a node is occupied by an even integer, say 2k. and if 
the first position is occupied by an odd integer other than 2k- 1 (obviously for the 
reason that it is a station by itself), then there is only one station which reaches 
these nodes with adjacency-1 . Figure 3.4 clarifies the proof.
(2 i-l)(2j)a3 a4 .....(2j-l)...a
■a,
Figure 3.4: A node with second position as 2k and first position as odd except 2k- 1
-Since the station labels have the first two position values as 12, 34, 56 and so on, we can say 
that 1 and 2 are matching numbers. Similarly 3 and 4, 5 and 6 etc., are matching numbers.
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4. If the second position of a node is occupied by an odd integer, say 2k-1. and the 
first position is any other odd integer, then there will be only one station with 
adjacency-2 reaching this node. Figure 3.5 clarifies the proof.
(2 j - l) (2 j ) a j  a„ (2 j)(2 j - l)a ^ ........ a„ (2 i- l)( 2 j-l)a  .^......a„
Figure 3.5: A node with first and second positions as odd integers
5. If the second position is occupied by an odd integer, say 2k + l. and the first 
position is occupied by an even integer, then, there is only one station with 
adjacency-1. Figure 3.6 clarifies the proof.
(2j)(2j-l)a_ a„ (2j-I)(2j)a ...... a„
^
Figure 3.6: A node with first as even and second as odd integers
C ase 2: If n is odd, then the following conclusions are made:
1. If the second position of the node is occupied by an even integer, say 2k. and 
if the first position is occupied by any other even integer, then there are three 
stations reaching these nodes, one with adjacency- 1 and the other two with 
adjacency-2. Figure 3.7 clarifies the proof.
2. If the second position of the node is occupied by an odd integer , say 2k-1(^  1). 
and if the first position is occupied by an even integer other than 2k (if there is 
any), then there are two stations reaching this node both with adjacency-2. But 
if the second position is l(i.e., 2k —1 =  1), then there will be an additional station 
represented by n 10304...On reaching this node along with other two stations (as 
specified above) with adjacency-1. Figure 3.8 clarifies the proof.
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&
o  (2j)(2 i)a^a^ a Va
(2 j.l)(2 j)a
(k)
Figure 3.7: A node with first and second as different even integers
Q (2j-l)(2 i)a^a .....a
(2j“ l)(2j)a j....a Q 0 0  (2 i-l)(2 i)a . a , . . . . a j  a
(Additional stauon if second position is already I; If (j = I)
Figure 3.8: A node with second position as 2k-1 and first position even except 2k
3. If the second position of the node is occupied by an even integer! 2k). and if 
the first position is occupied by an odd integer other than 1, then there are two 
stations reaching this node, one with adjacency- 1 and the other with adjacency-2 . 
But if the first position is 1 then there is an additional station with adjacency-2 
and is represented by n la 3a4...a„. Figure 3.9 clarifies the proof.
4. If the first position is occupied by an odd integer(7  ^ 1) and the second position 
has any other odd integer(7  ^ 1), then there is only one station reaching this node 
with adjacency-2. Figure 3.10 clarifies the proof
5 . If the first position of a node has 1 and the second position has another odd 
integer other than n, then there are two stations both with adjacency-2. Figure 
3.11 clarifies the proof.
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(k)
{2j-l)(2j)aj a„
O
(lX2j)a]a^....
(ak )(2j),
(2j-l)(2j)a
•  (n)(l)a,
Figure 3.9: A node with second position as 2k and first position odd except 1
(2 j-l)(2j)...........................(2jj(2j-l)....a„ (2 i.l)(2j-l)......
Figure 3.10: A node with first and second positions as odd
6. If the second position has 1 and the first position has any other odd inte- 
ger(obviously other than n). there are three stations reaching this node, one 
with adjacency-1 and the other two with adjacency-2.
If the first position and the second positions are 1 and n respectively, then there 
is only one station represented by 1110304...On with adjacency-1, reaching this 
node. Figures 3.12(a) and (b) clarify the proofs.
The Figure 3.13 shows the 4-star with stations highlighted for adjacency-2.
3.4 Adjacency-3
Adjacency-3 is defined as the distance of the nodes of three hops firom the station 
node.
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Figure 3.11: A node with first position as 1 and second position as odd
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(a) 0
O
(2)(l)a. a
•  (n)(l)a,
(l)(2)a,
(b)
(l)(n)a^...an
e
(a)(l)a^...a q
Figure 3.12: A node with second position as 1 and first position as odd
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1.2
2.4
^2.33 (K
2.4
b
44
Figure 3.13: Each station covers nodes with matching labels for Adjacency-2.
Lemma 3: The upper bound number of stations required to cover all the nodes up 
to adjacency-3 is at most (n-2)!.
Proof: In the previous case with adjacency-2, we studied that the nodes having
their first positions as 12, 34. 56 served as the stations to cover all the other nodes
at distances one hop and two hops from them. But if we consider the nodes with 
adjacency-3 , the station node with label 12o3....an can cover all other stations with 
labels 34a3....o„, 6603....a„ and so on. The proof is simple. To get to a node with 
label 3403....On from 12a3....0n, we can swap 1 with 4 for one hop, and swap 2 with 4 
in the second hop and finally swap 2 with 3 to get to the node 3403....On In the third 
hop. This completes the proof as we can get to any other node in the same way. This 
implies that the stations with labels 1203....o^ i.e.. fixing 1 and 2 in the first and second 
positions respectively, are sufficient to serve the purpose of communicating with all 
the other nodes. This shows that the number of stations required for adjacency-3 
is (n-2)!. Since these stations reach the nodes with adjacency-1, adjacency-2 and 
adjacency-3, there is an overlapping of spheres of influence of the stations.
Further, the number of stations covering each node is discussed below:
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(1) The nodes in which 1 and 2 are not occupied by the first two positions and 
the nodes in which 1 is in the first position and 2 is not in the second position. wiU 
be covered by only one station with adjacency 3.
(2) For the nodes in which 1 is in the second position, there can be two stations 
covering these nodes one with adjacency 2 and the other with adjacency 3. provided 
2 is not in the first position. Figure 3.14 clarifies the proof.
# -------   - o -O— *o----- — » ©
Y h  “n .....................  \ .............. .....
U)
 %
-0  “d
 “ nO 0(2)(l)ay....
(l)(2 )a j a g (l)(2 )aj....
(b)
Figure 3.14: A node with 1 in the second position
(3) The nodes in which 2 is in the second position and 1 may be anywhere, can 
be reached by many stations with adjacencies 1, 2 and 3. This can be reahzed by 
observing the nodes of any star graph. The Figure 3.15 shows the 4-star with stations 
highlighted for adjacency-3.
3.5 Summary
Thus far, we have considered the cases of 1-, 2-, and 3- adjacencies and treated the 
problem of finding the minimum number of stations required to cover the nodes in the 
star graph to speed up the broadcasting and determined the upper bound on number 
of stations for each case. Cases where more than one station can cover the node in 
2- and 3- adjacencies is also examined. This is called overlapping assignment. By
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1,2
I
I
b
1, 2 1
Figure 3.15: Each station covers nodes with matching labels for Adjacency-3.
allotting certain nodes to each station for communication, we can avoid overlapping, 
speed up the broadcasting further, and eliminate the situations where a single node 
can receive the same message more than once. We have seen that as adjacency 
increases, the number of stations decreases and at the same time, overlapping of 
sphere of influence of each station increases. Therefore, to have a compromise between 
the number of stations and overlapping, adjacencies up to 3 are considered in this 
thesis. Adjacencies beyond 3 can be considered as the network size increases but at 
the expense of overlapping of spheres of influence of stations.
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CHAPTER 4 
BROADCASTING
In designing our one to all broadcast algorithm, we assume an all-port communication 
model, i.e.. each node can activate all its ports simultaneously; but. the nodes do not 
have intermediate reception capability.
We are given a star graph S„ and a source node s which intends to broadcast 
a message to all the nodes in S„. In their study of all-port wormhole broadcast 
in hypercubes, Ho et al [11] have used the e-cube routing(routing dimensions in 
ascending order) that avoids any deadlock and they have introduced the concept of 
normal decomposition of hypercubes. For hypercubes, e-cube routing is a minimal 
one. We observed two significant differences that a star graph has when compared 
with a hypercube.
•  We cannot use the minimal routing algorithm in star graphs in any straightfor­
ward way since that would lead to deadlock or link congestion problem. It is 
possible to adapt the minimal routing in star graphs to a  broadcasting algorithm 
by either using virtual channels at each node or by using buffer storage at each 
node.
• In order to design a strategy that is deadlock free and does not need any virtual 
channels, we can utilize the hierarchical structure of the star graph and attempt 
to route the message in decreasing dimension order(borrowing the principle from 
e-cube routing).
33
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In this chapter routing algorithms are designed for each case of adjacency to route the 
message(s) from I/O  identity node(which is a station) to all other stations and from 
those stations to the remaining nodes. In this design it is assumed that the network 
is free of deadlock and link congestion.
4.1 Broadcasting to Stations
The stations are categorized according to the adjacency of nodes. To start with, 
identity node 123 . . .  n is taken as the I/O  station node connecting the host or central 
controller. In the case of adjacency-1, there is only one set of stations denoted as 
IXX..., as proved in the previous chapter. The symbol X denotes any integer from 
1 to n other than the integer occupied by the first position of a node. An algorithm 
is designed in which the message is sent to all the stations in the first step and these 
stations in turn send messages to all their neighboring nodes in the second step.
In the case of adjacency-2, the stations are categorized as 12XX.... 34XX.... and so 
on. The symbol X denotes any integer from 1 to n other than the integers occupied 
by the first two positions of a node. For star graph with adjacency-2 we need to 
have two algorithms to send the message(s) to all the stations. The first algorithm is 
designed to send the message(s) to a station of each category. The I/O  node along 
with the stations those received the messages from the I/O node will then perform 
a second algorithm to send the message(s) to all the remaining stations. In the case 
of adjacency-3, only the second algorithm is sufficient to send the message(s) to all 
the stations as there is only one category of stations specified as 12XX... . Initially 
we design the algorithms for broadcasting from I/O  node to all the stations for both 
2- and 3-adjacencies and then design diflferent set of algorithms for broadcasting 
from stations to the remaining nodes. The communication here is parallel(All-Port) 
communication based on the wormhole routing.
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4.1.1 Algorithm for the Case of Adjacency-1
As seen in the previous chapter, the stations at adjacency-1 from the nodes have 
non-overlapping spheres of influence. This makes our algorithms simple as explained 
in two steps below:
•  Step 1: Every station, starting with the I/O  node 123...n. performs the routing 
algorithm with routing path as
k - 2 -  k
where 3 < k < n. excluding the integer occupied by the second position of its 
parent node(except for identity node). This algorithm is performed until all the 
stations get the message(s).
•  Step 2: Each station swaps “1” (which is in its first position) with each and every 
other integer once to get to the non-station nodes.
In this way all the stations perform step 2 once and cover all the nodes in the network 
by forming a spanning tree.
IÜ4
(42)( 3 2 1
#  1432
(32)
#  13421423 #
(32)
1243
1234 1324 1423 12*3 1342 1432
; / A ;  / 1\
o o o o' o o o o 'o o o o o’ 0 o o o o
2134 3214 4231 3124 2314 4321 4123 2413 3421 2143 4213 3241 3142 4312 2341 4132 3412 2431
Figure 4.1: Broadcasting algorithm for the case of Adjacency-1
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This is explained from Figure 4.1. If n =  4. we have the I/O  identity node as 
1234. According to step 1 we have the routing path as i — 2 — i where 3 < i <  4. 
Performing this step at 1234(which is I/O  node), we reach 1324 and 1432. Thereafter 
the same step is performed by 1324 to give 1423 but it can be noticed here that 3 
is not exchanged with 2 because according to the algorithm i excludes the integer in 
the second position of the parent node of 1324, which is 1234. In this way step 1 is 
performed by all the stations until every station has the message which was received 
by the identity node. All the stations then perform step 2 to send the message to all 
their neighboring nodes in one step. This completes the broadcasting of message!s) 
to all the nodes in the network for the case of adjacency-1.
4.1.2 Performance Analysis
We calculate the number of steps required to send messages to all the stations 
and improve the above algorithm to reduce the repeated sending of messages to the 
stations in this section.
It is seen that on performing step 1, all the stations receive messages by the end of 
certain number of steps. But after certain number of steps some stations receive the 
same messages more than once. Hence the upperbound on the number of stations 
receiving the messages is given by the equation,
l  + { n - 2 )  + { n -  2)(n -  3) 4- (n -  2)(n -  3)^ +  (n -  2)(n -  3)^ -h • • • (4.1)
In the above equation, each plus sign indicates one step to next level of nodes in the 
spanning tree. Therefore, the total number of steps required to send the messages 
from identity node, which gets message from the host, to all the nodes in the network 
is given by:
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Total number of steps (T) =  Number of steps required to send messages to all the 
stations (P) +  Adjacency (i).
While computing the number of steps required to send messages to all the stations 
using above algorithm, the count on the number of times a single station receiving 
the same message more than once increases with increase in n. To have an idea on the 
stations getting the same messages more than once in the whole network, we define 
repetition factor as follows.
,4.2)
where s = Upperbound on the number of stations getting the messages 
and t =  Upperbound on the total number of stations in the network.
For ideal performance, the repetition factor should be 1. To keep the repetition factor 
close to 1. the algorithm is improved with following modification.
All stations perform step 1 of algorithm till the count on the number of stations 
during the formation of spanning tree is equal to the total number of stations in the 
network for a particular adjacency. After that, each station performs step 1 with 
routing path remaining the same as above but the i excludes the integers occupied 
by the second position of its parent nodes in the previous two levels. For example, in 
the Fig 4.1 with n =  4, we can see that nodes 1423 and 1342 send messages to 1243 
which means that the node 1243 is getting the same messages twice. Calculating the 
repetition factor (r), before modifying the algorithm, we have 
s =  1 +  (n-2) +  (n-2)(n-3) + (n-2)(n-3)
=  1 -F (4-2) -t- (4-2) (4-3) -F (4-2) (4-3)
=  1 -F 2 +  2 +  2 
=  7
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and
t =  (n-1)! 
=  (4-1)!
=  3! = 6 .
r  =  f =   ^ =  1.67
After applying the modified algorithm we have the count on the number of stations 
appearing during the formation of spanning tree as 6 up to the node 1243 produced 
by the station 1423. After that, as specified by the modification in the algorithm, 
stations exclude the integers occupied by the second positions of it’s parent nodes 
in the previous two levels. Hence the station node 1342 will not pass any message 
further. Calculating the repetition factor for the modified case, we have 
s =  1 -j- (n-2) +  (n-2)(n-3) 4- ((n-2)(n-3) - 1)
=  1 4- (4-2) +  (4-2)(4-3) 4- ((4-2)(4-3) - 1)
=  1 4- 2 -F 2 4- 1 
=  6 and 
t = (n-1)!
=  (4-1)!
=  3!
=  6 .
r = f = | = l
Since the repetition factor is 1, we can say that there are no stations getting the same 
messages more than once. It is observed that the repetition factor increases with 
increase in n. Also the total number of steps required to send messages from host to 
all the nodes in the network with n =  4 is given by
T  =  P - F i  =  3 - F l  =  4
i.e., the total number of steps is four.
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4.1.3 Algorithm-1 for the Case of Adjacency-2
As proved in the previous chapter, the stations for adjacency-2 are represented as:
•  12XX... X. 34XX...X........  (n) fn- l )XX  ... X if n is even.
• 12XX...X. 34XX... X  (n-2)(n-l)XX ... X  nlXX... X if n is odd.
C ase 1: n  is even:
In this case the I/O  node 123... n performs the routing algorithm with routing path 
as
2 A : - 2 -  {2k -  1)
where k = 2,3____
On performing this algorithm the I/O  identity node can reach the other stations, 
one of each category. For example, if n =  6. we have I/O  node as 123456. This node 
performs the above mentioned algorithm with routing path as
2k -  2 -  {2k -  1)
where k = 2,3, so that when k =  2, the routing leads to the station 342156 and 
when k =  3 the station obtained is 563421. Hence this algorithm leads to at least one 
station of each category.
C ase 2: n  is odd:
In this case the I/O  node 123. . .  n performs the routing algorithm with routing path 
as
2 k - 2 -  {2k -  1)
where k =  2 , 3 , . . . ,  [^j with an additional path of 2 — n.
Algorithm-1 is shown in the Figure 4.2 .
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123456
Jc=3k=2
342156 563421
Algorithm-1 with n = 6.
Figure 4.2: Broadcasting algorithm-1 for the case Adjacency-2
4.1.4 Algorithm-2 for the cases of Adjacency-2 and Adjacency-3
After performing the first algorithm, each station (that received the messages) 
including the identity node performs a second algorithm to inform the messages to 
all the remaining stations. Since our goal is to send messages to all the stations 
under each category^ 1 2 X X . . .  .A. 34%%. . .  % and so on. each station(under every 
category) has to perform swapping, as explained below, to reach aU the (n-2)! stations 
under its own category. The algorithm is as follows:
• Each station has the routing path
i — j  — i where 4 <  i <  n, excluding the integer occupied by the third position 
of its parent node.
• j  is the integer occupied by the third position of the current node.
• When level 3 is reached, all the stations perform the swapping with those integers 
that are not occupied by the third positions of the nodes in the previous two 
levels.
It is our observation that by omitting the integers of the third positions as mentioned 
above, we can avoid, to some extent, sending messages repeatedly. For example, in 
the Figure 4.3, we can see at level 3 that the station 123546 did not swap with the
^Note: For the case of adjacency-3, we have only one category of stations denoted as 12XX..X. 
Hence, in this case, only identity node performs algorithm-2.
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integers 5 and 4 which are the integers occupied by the third positions in the previous 
two leveis(level 2 and level 1). Hence after swapping 3 with 6 we have the station 
126543 which did not receive any message before. Also if the integers 5 and 4 are 
used for swapping, the stations would be 125346, which goes back to its parent node, 
and 124536 which has already received the message at level 2.
Routing in this way leads to a tree structure with different other stations corre­
sponding to different levels as shown in the Figure 4.3. This routing path is followed 
by every station at each level until the message is passed to all the (n-2)! nodes and 
the algorithm then stops.
123456 LEVEL0
LEVEL I124356 0
LEVEL 2
125346 0  126354 # #  125463124536 0  126435 ^
LEVEL 3
# • •  # e # # e e e # #
123546 126345 123654 125364 123546 126534 124635 123465 125643 123654 124563 123465
•  •  •  e
126543 123645 125634 123564
t LEVEL 4
123564 123645 >24365
Figure 4.3: Broadcasting algorithm-2 for the cases Adjacency-2 abd Adjacency-3
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4.2 Broadcasting from stations to the nodes
4.2.1 Adjacency-2
1. Consider the stations in the increasing order. For example if we choose n=4, then 
for the stations under category 12XX the order will be 1234, 1243 and for the 
stations tmder category 34XX the order will be 3412. 3421. Overall increasing 
order will be 1234, 1243, 3412 and then 3421.
2. Form the tree structure for each station as explained below;
• Take the station label as the starting point (Consider this as the level 0) 
and swap first position with each other position values to get different node 
labels (Each swap will give a node). All these nodes correspond to level 1.
•  Take every node of level 1 as a starting point and swap as before without 
disturbing the digit that you have used for swapping in the previous level. 
Then these nodes correspond to level 2. Stop at level 2.
Repeat this procedure until the tree structure is completed with all the stations.
4.2.2 Selection of Nodes
1. Consider all the nodes at level 0 and level 1 as the message receiving nodes. 
But at level 2, consider only those nodes in which the second position of a node 
label is not occupied by even digit. This is because if even digit is in the second 
position, then that node is at adjacency one from the other station.
2. Repeat the above steps until the sum of all the nodes including the station equal 
n\. Once the sum of n! is reached, then at level 2 consider only those nodes in 
which the integer in the second position of the non-station node matches with 
the integer in the first position of its own station node and the first position 
integer of the non-station node is always odd.
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The algorithm can be explained as follows. If n =  4, we have different categories 
of stations as 12XX, 34XX with stations 1234 and 1243 under categorj' 12XX and the 
stations 3412 and 3421 under category 34XX. To form a tree we start with 1234.1243. 
3412 and then with 3421 in the increasing order and the child nodes are shown in the 
figures. We can notice that the underlined node labels are the selected nodes to which 
the stations send messages. After forming tree structures with all the stations, we 
select the nodes and it can be seen that at level 2 in the tree structure of station 3412 
we select only those nodes which satisfy the step 2 mentioned above. The algorithm 
for n =  4 is shown in the Figures 4.4 and 4.5 .
1234
O  2134 O  3214 0 4 2 3 1
O o o o o o
3124 4132 2314 4213 2431 3241
1243
4123
o oo o o
3142 2413 3214 2341
O  3241
Figure 4.4: Example of broadcasting to selected stations for adjacency-2
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Figure 4.5: Example of broadcasting to selected stations for adjacency-2
4.2.3 Performance Analysis
Discussion on computation complexity for the case of adjacency-2 is similar to the 
case of adjacency-1 but for the upperbound on the number of stations receiving the 
messages is given by the equation,
1-j- (n -  3) -1- (n — 3)(n — 4) -h (n -  3)(n -  4)‘ -f (n — 3)(n — 4)^ -t- (4J)
Also the formula for calculating the total number of steps required to send the mes­
sages to all the nodes is given by T  =  1 -t-P -fi. 1 indicates the step required to send 
the message first to a station of each category.
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4.2.4 Adjacency-3
1. Consider the stations in the increasing order in the same way as considered for 
the case of adjacency-2.
2. Form the tree structure for each station as explained below:
• Take the station label as the starting point (Consider this as the level Ü) 
and swap first position with each other position values to get different node 
labels (Each swap will lead to a node). All these nodes correspond to level
I.
•  Take every node of level 1 as a starting point and swap as before without 
disturbing the digit that you have used for swapping in the previous level. 
Then these nodes correspond to level 2. Repeat this to the next level i.e.. 
level 3.
4.2.5 Selection of Nodes
For each station(i.e., in each tree structure) consider all the nodes at level 0 and 
level 1. but
•  at level 2, consider only those nodes in which 2 is not in the second position of 
a node label.
•  Consider only those nodes in which 1 is not in the second position and 2 is not 
in the first two positions of a node label.
Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the broadcasting from stations to the nodes for the case of 
adjacency-3.
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4.2.6 Performance Analysis
Discussion on computation complexity for the case of adjacency-3 is similar to 
the case of adjacency-2 but for the formula for calculating the total number of steps 
required to send the messages to all the nodes is given by T  =  P  -f i. 1 indicates the 
step required to send the message first to a station of each category.
4.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have designed new algorithms to broadcast the messages ini­
tially to different stations and then from the stations to the remaining nodes in the 
network.
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Figure 4.6: Example of broadcasting to selected stations for adjacency-3
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Figure 4.7: Example of broadcasting to selected stations for adjacency-3
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CHAPTER 5
ROUTING USING BINARY LABELS
The nodes of the star graph are labeled with permutations on the first n integers. In 
actual implementation, these labels must be converted to binary labels. One of the 
goals of this thesis is to assign binary labels to the nodes of the Star network and 
to provide a ’’Binary-based Algorithm'’ to allow routing in the network by directly 
working on the binary- labels. No look-up table is consulted during routing. A second 
algorithm is explained for routing using parallel paths in the star graph in which 
every node has one additional bit. But the advantage is that only the source node 
uses those additional bits for calculating generators and they are not used by the 
other nodes. To satisfy the properties of the star graph and its optimal routing, in 
these algorithms, each node is assigned some functions. This chapter initially sheds 
light on devising a coding scheme such that it would allow routing in the network by 
directly working on the binary labels, no look-up table is consulted for routing, and 
use the minimum number of bits to represent a node label.
5.1 Binary Labeling And Routing
We know that the nodes of the star graph are labeled with permutations on the 
first n integers. Each integer(or element) can be expressed as a binary representation. 
In this algorithm, each element of the node is represented by m bits, where
m =  flog AT] (5.1)
49
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and N is the total number of elements required to represent the node. For example, 
if the total number of elements required to represent the node is N =  5. then each 
element can be represented using three bits as,
1 - + 0 0 1  
2 - >  010 
3 - + Oil
4 ->■ 100
5 -4- 101
This is the general binary representation of decimal integers.
In a  Star network, the change of node takes place if integer “i " (if i #  1) in the 
first position is interchanged with the i th position. Always the swapping is done 
with respect to the first position only.
To satisfy the properties of the star graph and its optimal routing, basically in 
this algorithm, the node is assigned the following features:
• Each node has N blocks and each block holds m bits.
•  Each node has a pointer which moves from one block to the next block within 
the node from left to right.
• Every node swaps the bits in the 1st block with the bits in the •*z”th block, if 
the first block is occupied by the integer i and i is not equal to 1.
• Each node swaps only once.
•  Every node sends the position of the next misplaced integer as a message to the 
next node only if integer “1” is occupied by the first position.
Note  : The terms, position and Block are used interchangeably in this Paper.
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Functions o f each node:
1. Each node checks its first block if it has any misplaced integer(say i). If so, 
the pointer moves to the correct i th position and swaps the bits in that 
position with those of the first block. Then this permutation corresponds 
to the label of the next node.
2. If the node gets any message corresponding to any integer k. it takes in that 
message to check the correctness of k th block. If the k th block is occupied 
by the integer k, it moves on to the next block to check its correctness until 
misplaced integer position ‘‘p” is noticed. Then a message p +  1 is sent to 
the next node.
If the k th  block is not occupied by the integer k , then the message k is 
again passed on to the next node as the current node has already done one 
swap with respect to the first node.
3. If the first block in a node is occupied by 1, then every node( other than the 
first node) takes in the message to go directly to the position indicated by 
the message for swapping.
The above steps are followed by every node.
Note : The very first node which does not have any message, checks the first 
block of bits for its correctness i.e., 1. If the first position is occupied by 1, it 
continues checking until it finds misplaced integer “p” . It then swaps that with 
the first block of bits within the node and a message of p 4- 1 is sent to the next 
node.
5.2 A Binary Algorithm
Basically, the question is, how the pointer moves to the next block with in the 
node until it reaches the correct “i” th  position or block?
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The following steps indicate the procedure of what bits need to be complemented 
in order to get to the 1 (Actually binary representation of 1). upon which the 
pointer stops moving further.
1. Check the right most two bits if they are not both zero. If both are zero, then 
move to the position until where it can find bit 1. From that bit onwards 
complement all the bits to its right.
2. If the right most bit is 0. complement the rightmost two bits.
3. If the rightmost bit is I, then complement that bit first and repeat all the 
three steps until the final binary representation of 1 is reached.
Each time the node does one step, it moves to the next block within the node. 
If 1 is reached, then the pointer stops moving and it then swaps the bits in that 
position with the bits in the first block. In this way the routing is done.
If for example, say the integer is 7 and the pointer has to move to the 7th position 
in the node, integer 7 is represented in binary format as 111.
Now the pointer should move six times or six blocks away from its first block to 
reach the 7th block. This is done in binary as follows :
Since the rightmost bit is 1, it does step 3. With this we get 110. Next since 
110 has the rightmost bit as zero, it does step 2. With this we get 101. Next 
since 101 has the rightmost bit as 1, it performs step 3 to get 100. Now since 
the rightmost two bits are zeros, it does step 1 to get Oil. In this way all the 
three steps are repeated until we get 001. This counts to six times. Hence the 
pointer moves six times to reach the 7th position where it knows that it should 
not move further by noticing 001.
This algorithm is extended to any number of bits representation. For example 
if the binary is 1000000, since the rightmost two bits are zeros, step 1 is carried 
and with that we get 0111111. Then the remaining steps are carried on as usual
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Complete algorithm is shown in the following Figure 5.1.
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BINARY ROUTING ALGORITHM 
Figure 5.1: Example of Binary routing algorithm in Star graph.
We can notice that as the first block, at node A, is occupied by 001, that node 
continues checking for the misplaced integer which it finds as 100 in the third 
position. Since the first node has checked up-to third block, it sends the message 
as 4 (i.e., 100) which indicates that the next node does not have to to check the
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first three blocks but it has to check from the fourth block.
Note: The binary representation of the message indicates the position (or the 
block number) but not the integer itself. Pointer keeps on incrementing from 
001 as it moves from left to right while checking the position by comparing its 
incremented value with the value in the block position.
After checking the third block, it swaps the bits in that block with the bits in 
the first block and hence it goes to the next node, node B. In the node B, since 
the first block is the misplaced one,i.e., 100 and not 001, this node simply does 
the binary operation as indicated in the binary algorithm to get to the correct 
position and swaps the bits in that block with the bits in the first block. Hence 
100 has gone to the correct position. It then takes in the message, 100, to check 
the correctness of the fourth block. At this stage the fourth block is occupied 
by its right integer. 100. so the checking continues until it finds the misplaced 
integer and now it is 110. It sends the message as 110 as that position is not 
occupied by its correct integer. Now the swapping gives the label of the next 
node, node C. Following this procedure, the message continues to approach the 
identity node. At the node E, we can notice that the 7th block will be replaced 
by the correct integer 111. Hence at this stage no message is sent as there are 
no other nodes further. We can say that the message is sent by a node only if 
there is any misplaced integer ahead.
The advantage of the message passing is seen at node D. Here the first block 
is occupied by the correct integer 001. Hence it does not have to check every 
other block, but it simply takes in the message and jumps to 6th block as the 
message is 110. In this way the processing time is reduced. The routing in this 
way is applicable to any star graph and assumes tha t the path it takes with this 
algorithm is fault free. In fact, routing can be done through different disjoint
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paths based on the properties of the star graph. The maximum number of node- 
disjoint paths of optimal length between a given pair of nodes in the star graph 
has been derived in [7].
5.3 Parallel Paths In The Star Graph
We have the degree of to be n-1. So the best we can hope for is having n-1 
node disjoint paths between any pair of nodes. We cannot permute the generator 
path to get different disjoint paths in the star graph. The only way is to permute 
the correction order.
It is known [7, 15] that the number of disjoint parallel paths between the two 
nodes in the star graph as:
a) If the first symbol is 1 i.e., 11(1) =  1 then there are
•  m parallel paths of length ‘•c-fm” .
•  (n-m-1) parallel paths of length “c+m-t-2” .
b) If ri(l) 1 , then there are
•  c parallel paths of length “c-f m-2” .
•  (m-c-1) parallel paths of length “c-l-m” .
•  (n-m) parallel paths of length “c+m +2” .
By Menger’s theorem, between any pair of nodes in the S„, there exists ‘‘n-1” 
disjoint paths and hence the connectivity of 5n =  n  — 1.
5.4 Routing Using Parallel Paths
Since we know that we cannot permute the generator path to get different disjoint 
paths in the star graph and the only way is to change the correction order, the 
source node should know the generators before it starts routing.
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In this case, each node must have the following additional properties:
•  Each block of the node has [log jV] +  1 bits. Only the source node uses 
this additional bit and not the other nodes.
• Only the source node calculates the generators. For this the additional 
bit in each block is set to 1 in order not to repeat sending the same integer 
as message twice by the source node.
•  Thereafter, every other node takes the first integer of the complete mes­
sage and searches that misplaced integer in its node and shifts to its proper 
position.
• Since every node does only one swap, every node sends the same integer 
again in the message to the next node until that particular integer is posi­
tioned in its correct place. The node in which the integer is placed in its 
correct position, then removes the integer from the message and sends the 
remaining part of the message. In this way the message slowly gets stripped 
off until the destination is reached.
5.4.1 Message Generation By Source Node
Initially, the pointer in the source node starts checking for the misplaced integer. 
It starts from 1 (actually in binary form in practice), and checks that position 
for its correctness. If not, 1 is always neglected and the misplaced integer is sent 
as a message and the additional bit in that block is set to 1, so that the pointer 
will not check that position again in order to avoid sending repeated messages. 
Next the pointer jumps to the position previously selected as the message. Then 
that position is checked for its correctness. If this position does not hold the 
true value then that value is sent as a message and the additional bit is set to 1. 
If this position holds the correct value, then the pointer moves back to the first
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position and starts while incrementing from 1, it will check from the first block 
from where the additional bit is not set to 1. This process is repeated until all 
the nodes are covered and complete message is sent. The complete message is 
nothing but the correction order based on which the routing is done.
The Figure 5.2 shows the routing using disjoint paths.
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( 010 . 011 , 100. 101)
P fiiv rF B
001 Oil
ADDITIONAL BIT SET TO I
010
SpilRCR
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MODE
100 n o : NODE A
ponvn-R..
010
POINTER
Oil
POINTER
_L
001
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I
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POINTER
001
Oil
010
010
( 010,011,100, IODmessage
001
010
101 100 110
(Oi l ,  100, IODmessage
001 101 100 110
T
o i l 101 100 110
( UX), 101) message
o n 101 001
POINTER |( ioi)MESSAGE
T T
n o
010 o n
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100 001 n o
o n 100 101 n o
NODE B
NODE C
NODE D
NODE E
NODE F
IDENTITY NODE
Figure 5.2: Example of binary disjoint path routing in Star graph
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In the figure, Node A is the source node which has additional bits all set to 1 after 
calculating the complete message/correction order. The source node then takes 
in the message and starts routing. As explained before every other node(other 
than source node) does not hold any additional bits but they hold only flog ;V] 
bits in each block. The source node takes in the first integer of the message 
i.e.,010 and searches for that integer in its blocks. This is done by matching. 
As soon as it finds 010. it swaps that integer with the bits in the first position. 
This gives the label of the next node i.e.. Node B. Since Node A did not place 
the 010 in its right position, it continues sending the 010 in the message so that 
the next node checks it up. Now the Node B takes in the 010. which is the first 
part of the message, and checks for that integer in its blocks. As soon as it finds 
that integer, it places 010 in its right position. This gives the label of the next 
node i.e.. Node C. Since Node B has placed 010 in its right position, it removes 
010 from the message and sends the remaining part of the message i.e.. (Oil, 
100. 101). This process is followed by the next nodes and routing is done until 
the destination node is reached.
Different disjoint paths are obtained by arranging the message/correction order 
in different cyclic arrangements. Hence we get different paths if the messages 
are (Oil. 100, 101, 010), (100, 101. 010, O il), (101, 010, Oil, 100). If any one 
path is faulty, then a message is sent to the source node so that the source node 
takes another message for routing. We also get other routes by misplacing the 
correctly placed integer and then replacing in the later stage. But this gives a 
longer path when compared to the previous ones.
Research shows that if the message/ correction order has increasing order of 
integers in any one of its cyclic representations, then the source node does not 
have to calculate the generators. Instead, it can start with selecting the position
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of the first misplaced integer and arranging the selected position as the integer 
itself in the right place. For example, in the previous routing, the message is 
(2.3,4.5) i.e..(010. Oil. 100. 101). which is in the increasing order. Hence the 
source node can start routing by selecting 010. as the 2 nd position is occupied by 
the Oil. and search for the 010 in its blocks and replacing it in its correct place. 
The next node selects the next misplaced position as an integer and replaces 
it. In this way the routing is done. This method turns out to be the same 
as that with generator, but takes shorter time. This method is quite obvious 
because, the increasing order leads to the same cyclic order as that with message 
generation. We can get other disjoint path by selecting the second misplaced 
position as the integer leaving the first misplaced position integer and coming 
back to it at the end. We can repeat this procedure to get different paths.
But this method is not applicable when the generators are not in the increasing 
order in any one of its cyclic representations. For example, if the source node 
is 4. 3 . 2 , 1 .  5. Then it’s generator is (4, 2. 3). But we can also represent the 
same generator as (2, 3. 4)which is another cyclic representation. Since at least 
one cyclic representation leads to an increasing order of integers in it. we can 
route without initially generating the generators. But if the source node is of 
the form 2. 6, 5, 3, 1, 4, then its generator is (2, 6, 4, 3, 5). The different cyclic 
representations of this generator are (6, 4. 3, 5, 2), (4, 3, 5. 2, 6). (3. 5. 2. 6. 
4), (5. 2, 6, 4, 3). Among these, not even one cyclic representation leads to the 
proper increasing order of the integers. So, in this case, we have to generate the 
complete message before routing takes place.
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5.5 Summary
This part of thesis has thus explained a new efficient algorithm for routing in 
the star graph by assigning binary representation using minimum number of 
bits to represent the node labels, as the binary representation of integers is 
logarithmically proportional to the total number integers required to represent 
each node, and allowing routing in the network by directly working on the binary 
labels without consulting any look-up table, assuming that the path is fault free. 
If the path is faulty, a second algorithm is explained to get different disjoint paths 
by generating the message. In the second algorithm, every block of node has 
one additional bit. But the advantage is that only the source node uses those 
additional bits for calculating generators and they are not at all used by the 
other nodes as the remaining nodes do routing based on the message sent by the 
source node.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Conclusion
Since star network outperformed hypercube structure in many topological prop­
erties, we solved I/O  embedding problem and designed broadcasting algorithms 
for star network. The advantage of broadcasting algorithms designed in this the­
sis over the traditional and the other existing algorithms is that, broadcasting 
through stations reduces the overall communication complexity and number of 
steps required to send a message to all the nodes in the network. Thus, with 
the help of station approach, higher I/O  adjacency and as a result high degree 
of tolerance is achieved. Also. Keeping the repetition factor close to 1. the sit­
uations where a single node receives the same message more than once can be 
minimized thus reducing the computational complexity. Since, manipulating the 
binary bits directly reduces processing time at each node, in addition, a “Binary- 
based Algorithm” is designed in this thesis to allow routing in the network by 
directly working on the binary labels assigned to the star graph and no look-up 
table is consulted during routing. To avoid any faulty path, another algorithm 
was developed for routing using parallel paths in the star network.
61
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6.2 Future Recommendations
In this thesis, it is assumed that the broadcasting using stations is fault free, 
hence fault free algorithms can be developed. As the adjacency increases, the 
exact or the tighten bounds on the number of stations can be derived. Station 
approach can achieve far fewer Unks than non-station approach for broadcast­
ing/gathering. Based on the concept of repetition factor, efficient broadcasting 
algorithms can be designed. These broadcasting algorithms can be simulated 
and compared with the earlier methods. Also, the problem of electing a leader 
is essential for distributed computing in many situations. It has been studied 
widely in diverse models and topologies. To the best of our knowledge, there is 
no research about the problem of electing a leader in star networks.
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